
Location Clue

109 East Franklin St
Like art, triangles can be made of anything, but for now, we only want to see a triangle in  that has been painted. Be sure to mention the 

artist!

105 E Franklin St If you look closely, a sturdy sign can make a triangle.

159 1/2 E Franklin St
Some triangles can be crunched! You just can't eat them until after 5 but you can still take a peek and grab a photo, or find another 

trianlge that might just be too tough to bite!

Find the A!

135 E Franklin St
Alexander Julian is the one who designed the trademark argyle look of Carolina basketball. He still hangs the original jerseys in his store. If 

you rethink the design of a triangle, there are suddenly infinite possibilities! Find a Carolina blue triangle inside the store!

108 Hendersen St It's not time for a drink but make sure you know where to go. Signs often point you in the right direction!

Find the A!

250 E Franklin St The sun casts shadows in all shapes and sizes. Depending on the time of day, that might even be triangular. 

159 E Franklin St Sometimes triangles pop up where you least expect them. Look up and inside the numbers, you might be triangularly surprised…

133 E Franklin St Create your own "custom" triangle!

Sometimes triangles only appear from a certain vantage point. Can you find a triangle across the street?

109 East Franklin St
Cutouts, shadows, gaps and other spaces around objects can sometimes make their own shapes. Photograph a triangle by using the space 

around or within a piece of artwork.

103 E Franklin St
Coffee beans might not be triangular but you can always order a triple shot, or lattes for you and two friends… some triangles are less 

obvious. All triangles are fair game here, but you have to include the Starbucks logo!

100 E Franklin St Art and color go hand in hand. Find a triangle that is the same color as your shirt!

100 E Franklin St #3
From the balcony you can see all of Chapel Hill, take a look and get as many triangles you can into one photo. Look for triangles that are 

only visible from your unique angle.

Find the A!

202 W Rosemary St Roots, branches, stones and leaves - nature has its own set of triangles. Find the most interesting and capture it without disturbing it!

Find the A!

140 West Franklin Angles and shadows are the perfect recipe for triangles. Get creative and give us your best abstract photo using the misty, metal sculpture.

206 W Franklin Find or make a triangle that reflects back at you.

316 W Franklin St Are you a hero or a villain? Find a heroic or villainous triangle that best fits your personality.

400 W Franklin St
Inside or out, if you find the sleeping cat you can probably find a triangle. Just don't wake him. You don't want to find out what shape his 

teeth are!

450 W Franklin St Unique architecture makes a building really stand out. Use architectural elements to make a 3-sided shape.

Find the A!

431 W Franklin St Sometimes a triangle can support a whole cow!

Share a triangle from where you go next!

We will be posting and sharing all of the photos with the help of our friends at ArtsNowNC.com. 

 Make sure you are keeping an eye out (or down) for these as you go. 

TRIANGULAR PHOTO SCAVENGER HUNT
Instructions: Find triangles!

Have fun and get creative! Use your cell phone camera and our list of clues to find and photograph triangles allover downtown Chapel Hill. We have guided you 

directly to some, but if you find another triangle at that spot that you like better that we didn't see, snap it and share it. 

Everyone is welcome to join. 

To share your photos you must make sure you are posting the photos publicly and using the hashtag #FRANKTriangles every time. Be sure to check in or tag the 

business as well so they know you stopped by. 

There are a total of 30 clues.  This includes 5 hidden red "A"s to find, and 5 unexpected clues!


